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AIM
To evaluate the effect of a dressing(*)
that is made up from clay, honey, wax
and essential fatty acids in the
different phases of wound healing.

PORTUGAL

METHODS
Based on 20 case studies of different wound types, we have observed the
effect of this new product(*) on necrotic, granulating and epithelialisating
wounds. We observed the efficacy on the debriding capacity. In
granulating wounds, we focused on the velocity of granulation and in
epithelialisating wounds, we observed both: the wound and the
surrounding skin. Photographs will illustrate the different aspects of the
effect due to this new dressing(*).

(*) ACTRYS – Laboratoire Aguettant
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RESULTS
Most dressings are indicated for only one phase in the woundhealing process.
Further, it is important to keep account with the amount of exudate and the bacterial
status of the wound. Using this new product, we could establish a broad indication
area. The dressing(*) had positive outcomes in every phase of the wound healing
process. In necrotic wounds, the autolytic debridement was accelerated. As soon as
we obtained a granulation phase, the wound cavity was significantly decreasing. We
could use this dressing(*) in critical colonised and moderate infected wounds, where
we observed a return to the bacterial balance.
One minor point was the esthetic aspect because of the green-gray colour of the
product(*) when it was applicated on the wound. In the end phase of the
woundhealing, the epithelialisation was not disturbed because the dressing created
an ideal moist environment with a protective effect on the surrounding skin.
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CONCLUSIONS AND
DISCUSSION
This new natural
product(*) not only
ensures a good
debridement, but also
activates the wound
proliferation. Based on
our experiences, we
think this product(*) is
a valuable addition in
the wound dressing
market.

